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WELCOME TO EXPO 84 /i :: 
0 · ! Welcome thrice IAfelcome 

-
. rich and poor 

To Expo Eighty Four to Expo Eighty Four 
Glitter and glamour never before seen at Arena 
As the activity of J.M.A. uphold business banner 
There is brillance and beauty in every direction 
Wonderful displays of the products of the nation 
Here be�old many a scene of colourful commodity 
Eye catching designs ·- very satisfying reality. 

0 l Welcome thrice Welcome rich and poor 
To Expo Eighty Four to Expo Eighty Four 
There is fun and ::. ·.or:.:'-· by mc.my a :istand" 
By day by night there's entertainment grand 
As Jamaica struggles in the third world to be 
Self supporting and an example for all to see 
Let us with patriotism build our beaut�ful nation� 

Arise ! arise ! although small in size, 
To the national cnus� arise ! arise! 
Wakeup to new-ness of life, be wise 
Let existence to higher levels arise; 
For survival of the fittest incline, 
Thy heart to build on the rock' divine; 
Let power of will and manly skill 
Equity, unity, prevade, instill; 
On this mem'able month we pledge today 
To build a new nation day by dayo 

Arise ! arise ! although small in size, 
To the national cause arise! arise! 
From the lethargy ·of selfish-ness be, 
Let there be much thought for you and me, 
May the annals of world history show, 
Permanent footprints wherever we go; 
Let us now gain universal fame, 
And mE �ain patriotic acclaim, 
May barriers become stepping stoees, 
We be held with esteem by Kings on thronee 

To �lan your work and work with precision 
And �n· st without doubt to build a nation. 

To set the targets and to get these goals need confidence, 
When studies and dedidends must have a big difference. 

When relatives white elephant tramps you down, 
Rise again by the Golden want of faith and renown. 

With accumen, initative and leadership grand excel 
For i� your hands is the key of progress in every land. 

Headace and heortaces are your by the scores 
To steer your ship as storms increase more and more. 

The iucrative-ness of weal and:the frustrations of woe 
Are your to share without f�ar with high or low. 

f3o4 gav� you power to get wealth �or a nation, 
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